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Pop Artist GiGi Vega Collabs with Grammy-
Winning Producer on First Ballad, “4 The Birds”
4 The Birds Available Now on SoundCloud
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(Los Angeles, CA) June 9, 2021 -- Billboard pop artist Gigi Vega has released her new

single, titled “4 the Birds”. The passionate, powerful ballad sees Vega partnered with Grammy-

winning producer 1500 or Nothin’, and was co-written by the Grammy-nominated Hookman

(Jason Derulo, Offset, Chris Brown).

“4 The Birds” is about keeping it real and not settling. Gigi comments on the new track, saying

“coming out of covid, you hear about long-term relationships falling apart because it was a

time we were forced to be true to ourselves. This song is about finding genuine mutual love,

not the fake stuff, and living your passion to the fullest.”

The singer, dancer, and actress loves to move people with her art. Gigi Vega always makes a

statement about relationships and calling people out for not being genuine. Her last hit,

“Watchu Tryna Do?” featuring rapper TEC, is currently #19 on Billboard.

Gigi studied modern dance with members of the Alvin Ailey Dance Theater, as well as the

famed Jeannette Neill Dance Studio. So naturally, she always makes a point to express her

music through dance. She created her first lyric/dance video inspired by Bruno Mars, which

was equally spunky and sassy when contrasted with “Watchu Tryna Do”. 

“4 The Birds” is available on SoundCloud. Follow GiGi Vega on her Music Instagram and

personal Instagram to stay up to date on future releases.
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